PROJECT ESTIMATE WORKSHEET
Countertop Measurements
DATE

1550 County Highway 10, Spring Lake Park MN 55432
T: (763) 786-7570 F: (763) 780-1656
E: countertops@jerrysfloorstore.com
CUSTOMER & PROJECT INFORMATION

Name:

Address:

Contact:

Project Type:
INSTRUCTIONS

SKETCH: - sketch your existing countertop layout on the grid
below see example layout to the right; basic sketch is fine
- keep your layout simple with squares &
rectangles; number each piece complex shapes can be
discussed with one of our design associates

- mark your sink and appliance locations; the more
accurate the better, especially with dishwashers it
may affect seam location

- indicate finished edges with two parralel lines;
indicate backsplash with an 'S' many edge and splash
options available; speak with a design associate for details

MEASURE: - measure the length and width, in inches, of each
numbered piece let us worry about the exact dimensions
when one of our professionals comes to field measure

- record your approx. sink location by measuring
from the center of the sink opening to a
stationary point ie. a wall or finished edge
- calculate the area of eace piece by multiplying
the length by the width and record it in the table
below the more exact the better
- total the areas (now in square inches) of all
pieces and divide by 144 to determine total
square feet your estimate is largely based upon this total
RETURN TO JFS: Completed worksheets can be faxed or emailed
to Jerry's Floor Store at the contact information
listed above; or of course you can stop in to any
one of our three locations and meet with one of
our sales associates. All worksheets will be
reviewed upon receipt with an estimate to follow
within 72 hours.

MEASUREMENT ESTIMATOR
Piece
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total square inches:
divide by 144 for square feet ÷:
TOTAL SQUARE FEET:
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